733. Byrne (Francis John): The lament for Cummíne Foto.


Edition, normalised to early Old Irish standard, of a poem beg. Marb friumm andess, marb atúaid (8 qq.) with translation and commentary. Based on MSS Brussels 5301–20; Rawlinson B 503; RIA C iii 3; Harley 5280; Yellow Book of Lecan; Book of Ui Mhainne; Leabhar Breac; TCD H 3. 18; for apparatus criticus, see G. S. Mac Eoin, The Lament for Cuimine Fota, in Ériu 28 (1977), pp. 17–31. Disagrees with some of the conclusions reached by G. Mac Eoin. Poem composed not later than c. AD 700.
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